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ABSTRACT 

Consumers are increasingly becoming conscious of the need to reduce environmental impact. This has 
motivated the industry to make efforts to improve the sustainability of their products and supply chains. 
Such efforts require the ability to analyze the sustainability of supply chains and potential improvements. 
A systematic approach is needed to evaluate the alternatives that may range from those at the supply 
chain configuration level to those for improving equipment at a production facility. This paper presents a 
multi-resolution modeling approach that allows analyzing parts of the supply chain at appropriate level of 
detail. The capability allows studying the supply chain at high level initially and iteratively drilling down 
to detailed levels in the identified areas of opportunity and evaluating associated improvement alterna-
tives. Multi-resolution modeling directly relates the impact of improvement in one part of the supply 
chain to overall supply chain performance thus reducing analyst effort and time. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The level of consciousness regarding the need to reduce the impact of human activity on the environment 
has been increasing over the recent years. The debate over global warming is not a debate any more for 
many people. Increasingly volatile weather patterns across the globe have been linked to global warming 
that in turn has been linked to human activity. The recent natural calamities, in particular the devastation 
wreaked by Hurricane Sandy on the east coast of the United States, have emphasized the need to reduce 
environmental impact for many. Many progressive corporations across the globe have started seriously 
looking for and implementing ways to reduce the environmental impact of their products and the associ-
ated supply chains. Yet others have been motivated by the pull from consumers for products with lower 
impact on environment, that is, increased sustainability than those of the past years.  

The task of reducing the environmental impact across supply chains and across life-cycles of products 
is a challenging one. A prudent approach is to identify the largest opportunities for improving sustainabil-
ity across a supply chain and address them first. Analyzing the cradle to grave supply chain for such a 
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purpose is a daunting task. Previously Jain et al. (2012) proposed a hierarchical approach based on simu-
lation for reducing the environmental impact of supply chains. The approach started with identifying the 
nodes in a supply chain with the largest opportunities for reducing the environmental impact at a high 
level using system dynamics simulation. The identified nodes were then modeled at a detailed level using 
Discrete Event (DE) simulation for further identifying largest opportunities within the nodes for reducing 
the environmental impact. The use of Agent Based Simulation (ABS) was also proposed at the detailed 
level for systems involving a large number of independent entities. The applicability of the hierarchical 
approach was demonstrated using a case study of a supply chain for brakes for industrial forklifts. 

The hierarchical approach proposed previously requires developing independent models at succes-
sively increasing level of detail in different simulation paradigms as needed. The information discovered 
using the models with increased level of detail can then be utilized to improve the higher level representa-
tions of the supply chain. The successive but independent development of models and iterative updates to 
models for consistency across levels can be tedious and has the possibility of introducing inconsistencies. 
In this paper a Multi-Resolution Modeling (MRM) approach for analyzing the sustainability of a supply 
chain is proposed as an improvement over the hierarchical approach. 
 The next section presents a literature review of MRM approach and its applications including those 
for analysis of supply chains. Section 3 describes our implementation of the MRM approach for supply 
chain sustainability analysis. Section 4 provides a brief overview of a case study that was used previously 
for demonstrating the hierarchical approach using independent simulation models. The results from the 
application of MRM approach are discussed in section 5. The results from the application of the hierar-
chical approach used earlier are compared with those from the MRM approach in section 6. Section 7 
concludes the paper with discussion of future research directions. 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Two simulation modeling concepts are specifically relevant to the discussion in this paper: MRM and 
Hybrid simulation modeling. The two concepts are partly overlapping and share some of the qualities and 
capabilities. However, the concepts focus on solving different problems. While MRM discusses the use of 
one or multiple simulation models to analyze systems at varying levels of abstraction, hybrid simulation 
discusses how to connect and enable different types of modeling techniques to coexist, such as DE simu-
lation and ABS, or DE and System Dynamics (SD). The following two sections briefly review these con-
cepts. 

2.1 Multi-Resolution Modeling Approach 

Jain and Kibira (2010) define MRM as “the capability of executing the complete model or parts of the 
model at different levels of resolution corresponding to the question being answered with their use.” Long 
term questions may be answered more efficiently with low resolution models. On the other hand, high 
resolution models may be used for answering near term questions. To help maintain consistency, it will 
help if short and long term questions can be answered by changing the resolution of the same model. The 
flexibility to change the resolution of the model will help in other ways too. If the goal is to understand 
the impact of detailed level decisions in one part of the system on the other parts of the system, the corre-
sponding part of the model that is of interest may be executed at a higher resolution level than others. 
While the concept can be easily described, there are multiple demanding challenges in MRM identified by 
Tolk (2006). 
 MRM may be implemented in multiple ways. The implementation approach can be viewed in two 
dimensions: modeling paradigm and execution approach. The multiple levels may be represented using 
the same paradigm, that is, the lowest level of resolution to highest level of resolution are represented us-
ing one paradigm such as DE simulation. The other option is to models different level of abstraction using 
different paradigms, such as, the highest level of abstraction may use SD paradigm, while lower levels of 
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abstractions may be represented using DE simulation or ABS. This implementation option can also be 
viewed as hybrid modeling described in the next section. 
 On the execution approach dimension, the different resolution level models may be in a single exe-
cutable file or in multiple executable files. A single executable may be built that includes representations 
at multiple levels of resolution with the model logic designed to activate different parts of the model as 
needed by the analysis. Alternatively multiple executable files may be used in a hierarchical scheme with 
a single executable for the model representing the entire system at the lowest level of resolution and mul-
tiple executables used to represent sub-systems at successively higher levels of resolution. Figure 1 shows 
the matrix of options for implementing MRM. 
 

 

Figure 1: Alternate MRM implementation approaches 

 Use of multiple executables, whether using the same or different paradigms, requires the use of infra-
structure for synchronized execution such as the High Level Architecture. Implementation of such infra-
structure is generally quite complex but it allows the benefit of distributed execution on multiple proces-
sor machines or on a network of distributed processors that may offer performance advantage. Such 
performance comparison is not within the scope of this paper. 
 A few of the recent software allow including models of different paradigms in the same executable 
and thus eliminate the complexity of implementing mechanisms for synchronized execution. A subset of 
such software may exploit multi-threaded execution on multi-processor machine and thus offer perfor-
mance advantage without the complexity of mechanisms for synchronized execution.  
 MRM implies synchronized execution of the multiple levels of abstraction. Successive executions of 
models at different levels of execution such as those utilized in Jain et al. (2012) are generally not identi-
fied as MRM. 
 MRM approaches have started to appear in multiple application areas including climate (Ringler 
2011), train operations (Jiang, Ji, and Liu 2011), logistics system (Wu, Qi, and Liu 2011), factory system 
(Shao et al. 2012), emergency evacuation (Yang, Wu, and Ren 2012), and vehicle infrastructure (Li, Wei, 
and Cai 2012). Hong and Kim (2013) define a specification for describing the MRM space and present an 
example of an attack by a group of airplanes on a target to demonstrate its use. 

2.2 Hybrid Simulation Modeling 

Hybrid Simulation Modeling enables the integration of different modeling techniques to solve a specific 
question. Lättiläa, Hilletofthb, and Linc (2010) described the concept using examples with ABS and SD 
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modeling, and presented five approaches to combine these techniques. Tako and Robinson (2012) used 
hybrid simulation modeling combining DE and SD. Furthermore, Rabelo et al. (2005) used a hybrid SD 
and DE model to simulate a production system at an enterprise level. They argue that DE simulation itself 
is not suitable for high level perspective but can be successfully combined with a SD approach. Heath et 
al. (2011) compared and discussed different hybrid solutions including ABS-DE, ABS-SD, and DE-SD. 
They state that hybrid simulation modeling holds substantial potential but found out that the software 
support is still insufficient despite the recent major advances. 

2.3 Simulation for Sustainability Analysis 

Manufacturing simulations combined with sustainability analyses have been developed and applied in re-
search for a decade (Reinhard et al. 2011; Jimenez et al. 2013; Wohlgemuth et al. 2004; Heilala et al. 
2008). A driving force for such combined approach is to avoid analysis and experiments in running pro-
duction but still provide the production engineers with a capability to analyze the environmental impact of 
a production system. The simulation-based approach enables accurate analysis for both current and future 
system states. However, the industrial dissemination is lagging behind. Possible reasons are the vast 
amounts of data required (Jahangirian et al. 2013) and difficulties in finding the appropriate resolution 
level for the simulation model and related analysis. 
 A majority of the published applications establish a clear focus on reducing energy consumption in 
selected parts of a supply chain instead of taking a holistic environmental impact perspective. An applica-
tion focusing on impact measures for parts of a system rather than a holistic impact perspective requires 
shorter time for analysis but such analysis could potentially miss important aspects of the environmental 
impact. Recently, there is a trend towards using more holistic measures such as carbon footprint and other 
similar environmental impact indicators. The use of such holistic measures reduces the risk for sub-
optimization and improves the accuracy of analyses, but it also increases the amount of data needed. An 
example of use of holistic measures is provided by Laurent, Olsen, and Hauschild (2011) who use carbon 
footprint as an indicator of sustainability performance in manufacturing industry. This standpoint aligns 
well with human health issues and is easy to communicate to customers and other actors in society. A re-
cent review by Mani et al. (2013) proposed to use energy, CO2 equivalents, waste, water and a couple of 
other defined emissions as key performance indicators in manufacturing industry. A general suggestion is 
to stick to a few holistic indicators to enable faster analysis and limit the data requirements. 

3 MRM IMPLEMENTATION 

The MRM implementation reported in this paper is based on the approach utilizing multiple paradigms 
with a single executable file. The use of multiple paradigms also qualifies the implementation to be iden-
tified as hybrid simulation. A supply chain is represented at the lowest level of resolution using a SD 
model. It is proposed that the DE simulation models be used to represent the operations at each node of 
the supply chain at the next higher level of resolution. This will enable a dynamic analysis of the supply 
chain at a low resolution level as well as at a detailed level. Any node(s) of special interest in the supply 
chain can be analyzed at a more detailed level while the rest of the supply chain is modeled at a low reso-
lution level. For the high resolution level modeling of a node it will be possible to analyze specific phas-
es, such as production of components, in the very detailed way enabled by the DE simulation paradigm. 
Changes on that level will directly affect the system level model and other nodes without any need to up-
date the input to the SD model. Changes at the SD level, such as production demand, will also be com-
municated directly to the nodes modeled at the high resolution level using DE simulation. The aim with 
this approach is to have a dynamic simulation model of the supply chain that creates a good overall pic-
ture of the system and at the same time allows the flexibility to delve deeper for the nodes of interest. 
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4 CASE DESCRIPTION 

To demonstrate the proposed MRM implementation presented in section 3, a cradle-to-cradle supply 
chain system for a forklift brake-set lifecycle is used. The data originates from the case presented in Lind-
skog et al. (2011) and Jain et al. (2012) with some minor adjustments to fit the MRM approach. The sup-
ply chain system is analyzed for its carbon footprint and associated tradeoffs. The cradle-to-cradle phe-
nomenon is represented by the closed-loop supply chain starting from steel production, running through 
manufacturing and use phase, and ending with recycling of used brakes as raw material at the steel plant. 
Figure 2 shows a representation of a general supply chain in the context of a forklift brake lifecycle. For 
this initial demonstration of the implementation only the brake manufacturer node is modeled at the high 
resolution with DE while the supply chain is modeled at a low resolution using SD. The successive nodes 
in the modeled supply chain are listed below:  

 
i. Iron ore mine  
ii. Steel plant  
iii. Brake component suppliers  
iv. Brake manufacturer  
v. Forklift manufacturer  
vi. Industrial user of forklifts  
vii. Disassembler (recyclable steel components sent back to steel plant as raw materials to reduce the 

need for mined iron ore) 
  

 

Figure 2: Life cycle of a brake-set 

 This supply chain system was modeled using the MRM approach with hybrid SD and DE models. In 
the following sub-sections the models at different levels of resolution are discussed first followed by the 
interactions among the supply chain SD model and the production node DE model. 
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4.1 Low Resolution Supply Chain Model  

The entire supply chain was represented at the lowest level of resolution (or at the highest level of ab-
straction) using the SD approach. The model captures the supply chain for the entire lifecycle of a forklift 
brake-set, and is quite parallel to the SD model described in Jain et al. (2012). For the MRM implementa-
tion the earlier implementation of the supply chain SD model was imported into a software that allows 
hybrid modeling, that is, allows creating models using different simulation paradigms including SD, DE, 
and ABS. The new implementation of the supply chain SD model was validated against the results from 
the implementation of the corresponding SD model reported in Jain et al. (2012).  

Some obstacles had to be overcome when importing the model implemented using one software into 
the other. For instance, a number of mathematical expressions did not translate correctly and moreover, 
problems were discovered with some of the conditional flows from one stock to another. This was solved 
for the flows with the discovered problems by adding functions with Java code that were called in each 
time step. 

4.2 High Resolution Brake-set Manufacturer Node Model 

The brake-set manufacturer node of the supply chain was modeled using the DE simulation paradigm to 
demonstrate the proposed approach. The brake-set manufacturer node was selected for the high resolution 
model because this was the node in the supply chain where the corresponding industry partner allowed 
access to more detailed data. Ideally, the node that offers the most opportunity for meeting the goals, in 
this case carbon footprint reduction, should be the one that should be modeled at higher resolutions. 
 The brake-sets consist of a number of different components assembled into four products of two 
types. The products mainly consist of metal components machined at the factory from raw steel sheets 
and tubes and some pre-made components. In the model the logic was designed to determine carbon driv-
ers for each component as it was processed by a resource and for all the components as they were assem-
bled together to produce the brake-set. This design made it possible to continuously track the carbon driv-
ers during the simulation run for each product or component individually as well as for the total 
production. The overhead carbon drivers, such as energy for heating, lights, and cooling liquids, were al-
located to the product at the end of the process. The overhead contribution to the product was calculated 
from an overhead percentage based on the product’s weight compared with the total production by weight 
at the facility. Power quality monitoring instruments were used to analyze the energy consumption for in-
dividual machines for use in the model. Energy consumption was measured for idle and busy states of the 
individual machines and for uses classified as overhead such as heating and cooling of the facility. Other 
carbon drivers were estimated based on data on production, invoices, and life cycle inventory databases.  
 The brake-set manufacturer operations were previously modeled using a DE software with an ad-
vanced 3D visualization capability. An import facility was not available from that software to the soft-
ware used for the hybrid simulation reported in this study. The DE simulation model hence had to be re-
implemented. This provided an opportunity to set up the model specifically for integration in the MRM 
structure. The real manufacturing site is organized around stand-alone resources with no structured mate-
rial flow. The components are transported between the resources according to individual work process 
schedules. This complex flow was modeled in detail within the previous model. A simplified structure 
was used for the implementation in the hybrid model commensurate with the goals of this study. The 
main difference between the two models is that in the hybrid model all resources are organized in one 
straight workflow. Resource specific values, such as energy, operation, and setup times, were recalculated 
to fit the new simplified structure. 

4.3 Interaction between Models at Different Resolutions 

The low resolution supply chain SD model directly linked to the high resolution DE model of the brake-
set manufacturer operations. The logic has been set up to allow use of either the low resolution or the high 
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resolution model of the brake-set manufacturer node. The initial idea was to create the following connec-
tions between the two models: 

 
 SD to DE: 

 Brake-set order quantity for the month for the brake-set manufacturer based on the inventory po-
sition of brake-sets at the forklift assembler 

 Produced brake-set components arriving at the brake-set manufacturer 
 
 DE to SD: 

 Brake-sets produced for the month 
 Order quantity for the month for the components based on the inventory position at the brake-set 

manufacturer 
 Energy used in brake-set production per month 
 Emissions due to brake-set production per month 

 

 

Figure 3: Interactions between the low resolution SD model and high resolution DE model. 
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 In this particular case study, the original DE model was simplified excluding many of the complicated 
logics in the manufacturing process. For that reason only brake-set order quantity was passed from the SD 
model to the DE model and the emissions and the energy per month from the DE model to the SD model. 
Figure 3 shows a diagram of the SD model and how it interacts with the DE model.  

5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The process of creating a hybrid model that made it possible to run both SD and DE models simultane-
ously and pass information between the two required some special attention to details as shifting from 
two different modeling software to another was not a straightforward task. Different modeling platforms 
call for different coding skills. When verifying the model against previous results there were differences 
in the intermediate calculations while total and final results are quite close. Table 1 shows a comparison 
of total results from the different models of carbon footprint throughout the whole life cycle of a brake-
set. These results should be observed for the purpose of comparing the models only, and regarded as es-
timates and not highly accurate results for the actual carbon footprint of brake-sets. 

Table 1: Results of total carbon footprint for the life cycle of brake-sets for different models, obtained 
from simulation runs over 120 months.  

 Total carbon footprint 
[KgsCO2eq] 

Jain et al. (2012) 3,012,555 
New SD model only 3,105,713 
SD-DE Hybrid model 3,091,329 

 
Figure 4 shows results for the total carbon footprint in the whole life cycle of the brake-sets. The blue line 
shows results from the model created by Jain et al. (2012), the red line results from our new SD model 
and the green line shows results for the SD-DE hybrid model. 

6 COMPARISON OF APPROACHES 

The approach described in this paper is different compared with the one used in Jain et al. (2012). In the 
previous approach two different models were used; one DE model to simulate the factory level of brake-
set manufacturer and a SD model to represent the overall supply chain. Compared with the approach pre-
sented in this paper the previous models were isolated from each other and values were manually trans-
ferred using only average values between two different computers to update the data. In the currently pre-
sented approach the complete translation of data is performed within the same model environment and 
dynamics are hence more accurately modeled. Jovanovski et al. (2012) describe the same approach, with 
a very brief and fictive case description on how the SD and DE parts of the model interact. This paper  
discusses the combination further as well as describes a real case example and draws conclusions from 
that reasoning and experience. 
 Brailsford, Desai and Viana (2010) made a similar comparison on two healthcare cases, they found 
that the “big picture” provided by the SD model is worth the modeling work to a certain point. In their 
examples the models could have been built completely using only the DE functionality, but it would have 
been a very cumbersome and time-consuming process. They conclude with asking themselves if the re-
search progress is closer to combining SD and DE since year 2000, and answering that it was only to a 
certain point, not completely. The approach shown in this paper is an integrated model in one single soft-
ware and hence, the combination may be considered complete. 
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Figure 4: Total carbon footprint across the supply chain as reported by different models 

Some discussion on the pros and cons is still valid since the modeling work is not yet that user friend-
ly. MRM requires more skill and takes longer time to complete than just creating either the SD or the DE 
model separately. The modeling approach used as test for the reasoning in this paper was cumbersome 
and gave new experiences, such as: 

 
 The SD and DE environments are still not smoothly integrated, even though they are modeled in 

the same environment. This is due to the fact that the SD part of the model used time-steps which 
needs to be followed by the DE part of the model to update the overall SD model in a proper 
manner. This limits the interaction and real world replication. The total runtime for the combined 
model is limited to follow this pattern as well. 

 Stochastic machine downtimes are modeled in the combined model, but information on such oc-
currences were not communicated between the separated models in the earlier approach. 

 It is not apparent and easy to determine which step length to use, since different steps can be pre-
ferred by different nodes. 

 
However if the MRM is done wisely, i.e., using DE for the most interesting part of a system, which 

normally is the part which limits system performance most, the authors believe that it is useful and aids 
decision-makers to pinpoint the problems more accurately than using only SD or only DE models. 

7 CONCLUSION 

The contribution of this paper is to show the value of MRM for sustainability analysis of supply chains. 
MRM applications have started appearing for several different domains, however, few can be found in the 
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area of supply chain sustainability. The need for analysis at different level of resolution within the supply 
chain has been recognized previously but the few prior attempts used separate models such as those used 
in Jain et al. (2012). The MRM application facilitates the sustainability analysis of supply chain by allow-
ing to address key nodes of the supply chain at higher resolution while rest of the supply chain is modeled 
at low resolution. The MRM approach enables an efficient utilization of the expensive and highly skilled 
modeling resources by focusing the effort for high resolution modeling where necessary and eliminating 
the effort for manually transferring data between models. MRM approach has been further facilitated by 
recent availability of software that allow modeling using different paradigms within a single executable 
thus eliminating the need for implementing complex mechanisms for distributed simulation. On the other 
hand, MRM requires more advanced modeling skills than for traditional models particularly in the im-
plementation using different modeling paradigms. 
 Furthermore, the article presents an approach to classify multi-resolution models using the two di-
mensions of modeling paradigm and execution approach and identified the overlap between MRM and 
hybrid modeling. The field is evolving and requires a corresponding evolution of the terminology for un-
ambiguously describing the new concepts. The authors hope the discussion points to the need for stand-
ardization of definitions of MRM and hybrid modeling. 
 Future work is expected to continue expanding MRM application for supply chain sustainability anal-
ysis in particular for the issues that are complicated by interactions of a number of human players. Ad-
dressing such issues may require employing ABS paradigm in addition to the combination of SD and DE 
paradigms reported here. 
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